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Abstract
We enrich spatial constraint systems with operators to specify in-
formation and processes moving from a space to another. We shall
refer to these news structures as spatial constraint systems with
extrusion. We shall investigate the properties of this new fam-
ily of constraint systems and illustrate their applications. From a
computational point of view the new operators provide for pro-
cess/information extrusion, a central concept in formalisms for mo-
bile communication. From an epistemic point of view extrusion
corresponds to a notion we shall call utterance; a piece of infor-
mation that an agent communicates to others but that may be in-
consistent with the agent’s beliefs. Utterances can then be used to
express instances of epistemic notions, which are common place in
social media, such as hoaxes or intentional lies. Spatial constraint
systems with extrusion can be seen as complete Heyting algebras
equipped with maps to account for spatial and epistemic specifica-
tions.
Categories and Subject Descriptors F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic
and Formal Languages]: Mathematical Logic—modal logic, logic
and constraint programming
General Terms Languages, Theory
Keywords Space, Extrusion, Utterance, Mobility, Lies, Social
Networks
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1. Introduction
Motivation. Epistemic, mobile and spatial behavior are common-
place in today’s distributed systems. The intrinsic epistemic nature
of these systems arises from social behavior. We have multiple
agents (users) sharing beliefs, opinions and even intentional lies
(hoaxes) on social networks. As for the spatial and mobile behav-
ior, compelling examples are provided by apps and data moving
across (possibly nested) spaces defined by friend circles, groups,
and shared folders in social networks and cloud storage. A solid
understanding of the notion of space and spatial mobility as well
as the flow of epistemic information is relevant in any model of
today’s distributed systems.
Declarative formalisms of concurrency theory such as process cal-
culi for concurrent constraint programming (ccp) [27] were de-
signed to give explicit access to the concept of partial informa-
tion and, as such, had close ties with logic [18, 21]. This makes
them ideal for the incorporation of epistemic and spatial concepts
by expanding the logical connections to include multi-agent modal
logic [17]. In fact, the sccp calculus [16] extends ccp with the abil-
ity to define local computational spaces where agents can store
epistemic information and run processes.
The Problem. Despite being able to express meaningful epis-
temic and spatial phenomena such as belief, knowledge, local and
global information, the sccp calculus does not provide a mechanism
to intentionally extrude information or processes from local spaces.
Such a mechanism would allow sccp to express the transfer of epis-
temic information from one space into another. To our knowledge,
spatial mobility can at best be expressed indirectly in sccp or any
other ccp process calculus.
Constraint Systems. The notion of constraint system (cs) is cen-
tral to ccp and other declarative formalisms such as (concurrent)
constraint logic programming (clp). All ccp calculi are paramet-
ric in a cs that specifies partial information upon which programs
(processes) may act. A cs is often represented as a complete lattice
(Con,v). The elements of Con , the constraints, represent par-
tial information and we shall think of them as being assertions.
The order v, the join unionsq, the bottom true and the top false of
the lattice correspond respectively to entailment, conjunction, the
empty information and the join of all (possibly inconsistent) infor-
mation.
Constraint systems provide the domains and operations upon which
the semantic foundations of ccp calculi are built. As such, ccp oper-
ations and their logical counterparts typically have a corresponding
elementary construct or operation on the elements of the constraint
system. In particular, parallel composition and conjunction corre-
spond to the join operation, and existential quantification and local
variables correspond to a cylindrification operation on the set of
constraints [27].
Similarly, the notion of computational space and the epistemic
notion of belief in sccp [16] correspond to a family of self-maps
[·]i : Con → Con on the elements of the constraint system Con .
These self-maps are called space functions. From a computational
point of view the assertion (constraint) [c]i specifies that c resides
within the space of agent i. From an epistemic point of view, the
assertion [c]i specifies that agent i considers c to be true. Both
intuitions convey the idea of c being local (subjective) to agent
i.
It is therefore natural to assume that a mechanism for extrusion in
ccp ought to have a corresponding semantic concept in constraint
systems. Furthermore, by incorporating extrusion directly in con-
straint systems, the concept may become available not only to sccp
but also to other declarative constraint-based formalisms.
Goal. Our goal in this paper is to investigate algebraic operations
in the constraint system that provide the semantic foundations for
extrusion. From a computational point of view, the new operations
will allow us to specify mobile behavior as constraints. From a
logic point of view, they will allow us to specify epistemic concepts
such as utterances, opinions, and intentional lies.
Contributions. In this paper we generalize the underlying the-
ory of spatial constraint systems by adding extrusion functions to
their structure. These functions provide for the specification of spa-
tial mobility and epistemic concepts such as utterance and lies.
Our main contributions can be summarized and structured as fol-
lows.
• Extrusion as the right inverse of space. We shall first introduce
a family of self-maps ↑i, called extrusion functions. Compu-
tationally, ↑i can be used to intentionally extrude information
from within a space [·]i. Epistemically, ↑i can be used to ex-
press utterances by agent i. We shall put forward the notion of
extrusion/utterance as the right inverse of space/belief. Under
this interpretation we obtain
[c unionsq ↑ie]i = [c]i unionsq e.
This equation illustrates the extrusion of e from the space of
agent i and it is reminiscent of subjective mobility in the ambi-
ent calculus [9]. By building upon concepts of Heyting Algebra,
we will illustrate meaningful spatial and epistemic behaviors. In
particular, program mobility and intentional lies (hoaxes), i.e.,
utterance of statements by a given agent that are inconsistent
with its beliefs.
• The Extrusion Problem. We consider the problem of deriving
the corresponding extrusion functions ↑i given a cs with space
functions [·]i.We will give canonical constructions of extrusion
functions as well as impossibility results for their existence for
surjective space functions that satisfy certain limit conditions
such as Scott-continuity and meet-completeness.
• Properties of Extrusion. We will also investigate distinctive
properties of space and extrusion functions. We will show that
space functions that admit extrusion are necessarily space con-
sistent: [false]i = false . This corresponds to the Consistency
Axiom of Epistemic (Doxastic) logic stating that no agent be-
lieves the false statement. We shall show that extrusion func-
tions are order embeddings, and that injective spaces are order
automorphisms (hence they preserve all limits). We shall also
identify necessary and sufficient conditions under which space
and extrusion form a Galois connection: Namely a correspon-
dence of the form [c]i v d⇔ c v ↑id.
• Application: A logic of Belief and Utterance. As an application
of the above-mentioned contributions we show how to derive
extrusion for a previously-defined instance of spatial constraint
systems, namely, Kripke cs [16]. We also derive the semantics
for a logic of belief with reverse modalities by interpreting its
formulae as elements in the Kripe cs with extrusion. We can
then show how express instances of epistemic notions such
as utterances and lies directly in the syntax of this logic. We
conclude by showing that belief and utterance in this logic also
form a Galois connection. Roughly speaking, this connection
allows us to reduce the implication of belief from/to implication
by utterance.
Organization. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
recall the notions of constraint system (cs) and spatial cs (scs). In
Section 3 we introduce scs with extrusion (scse) and illustrate spa-
tial and epistemic specifications. The Extrusion problem is given
in Section 3.3 and the properties of space and extrusion are stated
in Section 3.4. Finally in Section 4 we derive a logic of belief and
utterance as an application of the results stated in previous sec-
tions.
2. Constraint Systems
In this section we recall the notion of basic constraint system and
the more recent notion of spatial constraint system. We presup-
pose basic knowledge of order theory and modal logic [1, 4, 13,
23].
2.1 Plain Constraint Systems
The ccp model is parametric in a constraint system (cs) specify-
ing the structure and interdependencies of the partial information
that processes can ask of and post in a shared store. This infor-
mation is represented as assertions traditionally referred to as con-
straints.
Following [5] we formalize constraint systems as complete alge-
braic lattices (an alternative syntactic characterization of cs, akin
to Scott information systems, is given in [21, 27]). The elements of
the lattice, the constraints, represent (partial) information. A con-
straint c can be viewed as an assertion (or a proposition). The lattice
order v is meant to capture entailment of information: c v d, al-
ternatively written d w c, means that the assertion d represents as
much information as c. Thus we may think of c v d as saying that
d entails c or that c can be derived from d. The least upper bound
(lub) operator unionsq represents join of information; c unionsq d, the least
element in the underlying lattice above c and d. Thus c unionsq d can be
seen as an assertion stating that both c and d hold. The top element
represents the lub of all, possibly inconsistent, information, hence
it is referred to as false . The bottom element true represents the
empty information.
Definition 1 (Constraint Systems [5]). A constraint system (cs) C
is a complete algebraic lattice (Con,v). The elements of Con are
called constraints. The symbols unionsq, true and false will be used to
denote the least upper bound (lub) operation, the bottom, and the
top element ofC, respectively.
Let us first recall some notions and notation from order the-
ory.
Notation 1. LetC be a partially ordered set (poset) (Con,v). We
shall use
⊔
S to denote the least upper bound (lub) (or supremum
or join) of the elements in S, and
d
S is the greatest lower bound
(infimum or meet) of the elements in S. We say thatC is a complete
lattice iff each subset of Con has a supremum in Con . A non-empty
set S ⊆ Con is directed / filtered iff every finite subset of S has
an upper bound / lower bound in S. Also c ∈ Con is compact
(or finite) iff for any directed subset D of Con , c v ⊔D implies
c v d for some d ∈ D. A complete latticeC is said to be algebraic
iff for each c ∈ Con, the set of compact elements below it forms a
directed set and the lub of this directed set is c.
We conclude this section by briefly describing two typical concrete
constraint systems.
Example 1 (Herbrand cs [5, 27]). The Herbrand cs captures syn-
tactic equality between terms t, t′, . . . built from a first-order al-
phabet L with variables x, y, . . ., function symbols, and equality
=. The constraints are sets of equalities over the terms of L: E.g.,
{x = t, y = t} is a constraint. The relation c v d holds if the
equalities in c follow from those in d: E.g., {x = y} v {x =
t, y = t}. The constraint false is the set of all term equalities in L
and true is (the equivalence class of) the empty set. The compact
elements are the (equivalence class of) finite sets of equalities. The
lub is (the equivalence class of) set union.
Boolean cs. In the above example constraints are represented as
set of equations and thus the join (lub) of constraints corresponds
to union of their equations. We can also view a constraint c as a
representation of a set of variable assignments [2]. For instance
a constraint x > 42 can be thought of as the set of assignments
mapping x to a value greater than 42; i.e., the solutions to x >
42. In this case the join of constraints naturally corresponds to
the intersection of their assignments, false as the empty set of
assignments, and true as the set of all assignments.
Example 2 (Boolean cs [2]). Let Φ be a set of primitive propo-
sitions. A boolean (or truth) assignment pi over Φ is a total map
from Φ to the set {0, 1}. We use A(Φ) to denote the set of all such
boolean assignments. We can now define the boolean cs B(Φ) as
(P(A(Φ)),⊇): The powerset of assignments ordered by ⊇. Thus
constraints in Con are subsets of assignments, v is ⊇, false is ∅,
true is A(Φ), the join unionsq is ∩, and the meet u is ∪. A constraint c
inB(Φ) is compact iff A(Φ) \ c is a finite set.
Notice that logic propositions can be straightforwardly interpreted
as constraints in B(Φ). Let L(Φ) be the language built from Φ by
the grammar
φ, ψ, . . . := p | φ ∧ ψ | ¬φ (1)
where p ∈ Φ. We shall use the classical abbreviations φ ∨ ψ for
¬(¬φ ∧ ¬ψ), φ ⇒ ψ for ¬φ ∨ ψ, 0 for p ∧ ¬p, and 1 for ¬0.
A boolean assignment pi satisfies φ iff pi |= φ where |= is defined
inductively as follows: pi |= p iff pi(p) = 1, pi |= φ ∧ ψ iff pi |= φ
and pi |= ψ, and pi |= ¬φ iff pi 6|= φ. We interpret each formula φ
as the constraint BJφK def= {pi ∈ A(Φ) | pi |= φ} in B(Φ). Clearly
BJφK v BJψK holds iff ψ ⇒ φ is valid, i.e., satisfied by every
truth assignment.
Other typical examples include constraint system for streams (the
Kahn cs), rational intervals, and first-order theories [27].
2.2 Spatial Constraint Systems
The authors of [16] extended the notion of cs to account for dis-
tributed and multi-agent scenarios where agents have their own
space for their local information and for performing their computa-
tions.
Locality and Nested Spaces. Intuitively, each agent i has a space
function [·]i from constraints to constraints. Recall that constraints
can be viewed as assertions. We can then think of
[c]i (2)
as an assertion stating that c is a piece of information that resides
within a space attributed to agent i. An alternative epistemic in-
terpretation of [c]i is that agent i believes c or that c holds within
the space of agent i (but it may or may not hold elsewhere). Both
interpretations convey the idea that c is local to agent i.
Following the above intuition, the assertion
[[c]j]i (3)
is a hierarchical spatial specification stating that c holds within the
local space the agent i attributes to agent j. Nesting of spaces such
as in [[. . . [c]im . . .]i2 ]i1 can be of any depth.
Parallel Spaces. We can think of a constraint of the form
[c]i unionsq [d]j (4)
as an assertion specifying that c and d hold within two paral-
lel/neighboring spaces that belong to agents i and j, respectively.
From a computational/concurrency point of view, we think of unionsq as
parallel composition. As mentioned before, from a logic point of
view the join of information unionsq corresponds to conjunction.
We can combine the above parallel and hierarchical specifications
to express more complex spatially distributed multi-agent systems.
Consider for example
[a unionsq [b]i unionsq [c]j]i unionsq [d]j
where agent i has a space within his own space, and agent j has
two spaces one in parallel with the outer space of agent i, and other
inside it.
An n-agent spatial constraint system (n-scs) is a cs parametric in
n self-maps [·]1, . . . , [·]n capturing the above intuitions.
Definition 2 (Spatial Constraint System [16]). An n-agent spatial
constraint system (n-scs)C is a cs (Con,v) equipped with n self-
maps [·]1, . . . , [·]n over its set of constraints Con such that for
each [·]i : Con → Con:
S.1 [true]i = true, and
S.2 [c unionsq d]i = [c]i unionsq [d]i for each c, d ∈ Con.
Henceforth, given an n-scsC, we refer to each [·]i as the space (or
space function) of the agent i inC. We use (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n)
to denote the corresponding n-scs with space functions [·]1, . . . , [·]n.
We shall often omit components of an n-scs tuple when they are
unnecessary or clear from the context. We shall simply write scs
when n is unimportant.
Property S.1 in definition 2 requires space functions to be strict
maps (i.e bottom preserving). Intuitively, it states that having an
empty local store amounts to nothing. Property S.2 states that space
functions preserve (finite) lubs and it allows us to join and distribute
the local information of agent i.
Remark 1 (Monotone Spaces). Notice that S.2 implies that space
function are order-preserving (or monotone): i.e., if c v d then
[c]i v [d]i. Intuitively, if c can be derived from d then any agent i
should be able to derive c from d within its own space
Shared and Global Information. Some noteworthy derived spa-
tial constructions are shared-spaces and globality.
Definition 3 (Global Information). Let C be an n-scs with space
functions [·]1, . . . , [·]n. Group-spaces [·]G and global information
[[[·]]]G of G ⊆ {1, . . . , n} are defined as:
[c]G
def
=
⊔
i∈G
[c]i and [[[c]]]G
def
=
∞⊔
j=0
[c]jG (5)
where [c]0G
def
= c and [c]k+1G
def
= [[c]kG]G.
The constraint [c]G means that c holds in the spaces of agents
in G. The constraint [[[c]]]G entails [[. . . [c]im . . .]i2 ]i1 for any
i1, i2, . . . , im ∈ G. Thus it realizes the intuition that c holds glob-
ally wrt G: c holds in each nested space involving only the agents
in G. In particular if G is the set of all agents, [[[c]]]G means that c
holds everywhere. From the epistemic point of view [[[c]]]G is related
to the notion of common-knowledge of c.
Kripke Spatial Constraint Systems. We conclude this section
with a concrete spatial constraint system from [16]. This constraint
system will play a significant role later in Section 4. We basically
extend Example 2 by moving from Boolean assignments to Kripke
structures. Other examples of spatial constraint system for epis-
temic reasoning are Aumann structures [16].
Definition 4 (Kripke Structures). An n-agent Kripke structure (KS)
M over a set of atomic propositions Φ is a tuple:
M = (S, pi,R1, . . . ,Rn) (6)
where
• S is a nonempty set of states,
• pi : S → (Φ → {0, 1}) is an interpretation that associates
with each state a truth assignment to the primitive propositions
in Φ, and
• Ri is a binary relation on S.
Notation 2. The states of KS are often referred to as worlds. Each
Ri is referred to as the accessibility or possibility relation for
agent i: (s, t) ∈ Ri is meant to capture that agent i considers
world t possible given its information in world s. We use s i−→M
t to denote (s, t) ∈ Ri in the KS M . We use Wi(M, s) =
{t | s i−→M t} to denote the worlds agent i considers possible
from a state s of KS M . The interpretation function pi tells us what
primitive propositions are true at a given world: p holds at state s
iff pi(s)(p) = 1. We use piM to denote the interpretation pi of the
KS M .
A pointed KS is a pair (M, s) where M is a KS and s, called the
actual world, is a state ofM . In the following examples constraints
are set of pointed KS. This will allow us to interpret modal formu-
lae as constraints in spatial cs.
Definition 5 (Kripke scs [16]). Let Sn(Φ) be a non-empty set of
n-agent Kripke structures over Φ. Let ∆ be the set of all pointed
Kripke structures (M, s) such that M ∈ Sn(Φ). We define the
Kripke n-scs for Sn(Φ) as
K(Sn(Φ)) = (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n)
where Con = P(∆), c1 v c2 iff c2 ⊆ c1 and for every c ∈ Con
[c]i
def
= {(M, s) ∈ ∆ | ∀t : s i−→M t implies (M, t) ∈ c} (7)
for every agent i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The scsK(Sn(Φ)) is a complete algebraic lattice given by a pow-
erset ordered by⊇. The unionsq is set intersection, the top element false
is ∅, and bottom true is the set ∆ of all pointed Kripke structures
(M, s) with M ∈ Sn(Φ). It is easy to verify that [true]i = true
and [c1 unionsq c2]i = [c1]i unionsq [c2]i. Similar to Example 2, a constraint
c inK(Sn(Φ)) is compact iff ∆ \ c is a finite set [16].
A modal language. Modal formulae can be interpreted as con-
straints inK(Sn(Φ)). Such an interpretation will be useful in Sec-
tion 4.
The modal language Ln(Φ) is obtained by extending the gram-
mar for L(Φ) in Equation 1 with modalities iφ in the standard
way.
Definition 6. Let Φ be a set of primitive propositions. The lan-
guage Ln(Φ) is given by the following grammar:
φ, ψ, . . . := p | φ ∧ ψ | ¬φ | iφ (8)
where p ∈ Φ and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The semantics of modal logics is typically given using KS’s. We
say that a pointed KS (M, s) satisfies φ iff (M, s) |= φ where |=
is defined inductively as follows: (M, s) |= p iff piM (s)(p) = 1,
(M, s) |= φ ∧ ψ iff (M, s) |= φ and (M, s) |= ψ, (M, s) |= ¬φ
iff (M, s) 6|= φ, and (M, s) |= iφ iff (M, t) |= φ for every t
such that s i−→M t.
As in Example 2 we interpret each formula φ as the constraint
KJφK def= {(M, s) ∈ ∆ | (M, s) |= φ} in K(Sn(Φ)) where
∆ is the set of all pointed Kripke structures (M, s) such that
M ∈ Sn(Φ).
Notation 3. Often, by abuse of notation, we shall suppress the
semantic symbols KJ K from formulae–e.g., we write [φ]i for the
constraint [KJφK]i (which is equivalent toKJi(φ)K).
Following our intended meaning of constraints, we think of [φ]i as
stating that φ holds in the space of agent i, or as an epistemic as-
sertion stating that agent i considers/believes φ to be true.
Remark 2 (Boolean Implication). The constraint systems of the
form (P(U),⊇), as B(Φ) in Example 2 and K(S(Φ)) in Defini-
tion 5, are standard examples of Boolean algebras [14]. Given the
constraints c, d ∈ P(U) , the negation constraint ¬c and the impli-
cation constraint c⇒ d in P(U) are defined as U \ c and ¬c ∪ d,
respectively.
3. Spatial CS’s with Extrusion
This is the main section of the paper. We shall introduce our new
notion of spatial constraint systems with extrusion (scse) and use it
to specify simple examples of mobile and epistemic behaviour. We
also investigate the problem of extending any given arbitrary spatial
constraint systems to scse’s. We will then state some distinctive
properties of space and extrusion that will be used later on in the
Section 4.
3.1 Extrusion as the right inverse of Space
In spatially distributed systems an agent can intentionally transfer
information from its space to the outside. We shall refer to this kind
of transmission as extrusion. The extruded information is posted
outside, possibly addressed to some other agent. Our epistemic
view of extrusion is what we shall call utterance. An agent may
utter information which will then be available for others. The ut-
tered information may be inconsistent with the agent’s own beliefs,
in particular it could be an intentional lie.
Let us now extend spatial constraint systems with extrusion. First
recall that given a function f : X → Y , we say that g : Y → X
is a right inverse (or section) of f iff f(g(y)) = y for every
y ∈ Y . Similarly, given g : Y → X we say that f : X → Y
is a left inverse (or retraction) of g iff f(g(y)) = y for every
y ∈ Y.
We shall equip each agent i with an extrusion function ↑i : Con →
Con . Intuitively, within a space context [·]i, the assertion ↑ic spec-
ifies that c must be posted outside of (or extruded from) agent
i′s space. This will be captured by requiring the extrusion prop-
erty
E.1: [ ↑ic ]i = c. (9)
In other words, we view extrusion/utterance as the right inverse
of space/belief (and thus space/belief as the left inverse of extru-
sion/utterance).
A spatial constraint systems with extrusion (scse) is an scs with
right inverses for each one of its space functions.
Definition 7 (Spatial Constraint System with Extrusion). An n-
agent spatial constraint system with extrusion (n-scse) C is an n-
scs (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n) equipped with n self-maps ↑1, . . . , ↑n
over Con such that ↑i is the right inverse of [·]i. More precisely,
each self-map ↑i ofC satisfies the following condition:
E.1 [ ↑ic ]i = c for every c ∈ Con.
Henceforward we shall refer to each ↑i as the extrusion function of
agent i inC. We use (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n, ↑1, . . . , ↑n) to denote
the corresponding n-scs (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n) with extrusion
functions ↑1, . . . , ↑n.
We shall study additional properties (i.e., axioms) for extrusion in
Section 3.3.2. In the next section we show that E.1 already allows
us to specify meaningful spatial and epistemic behaviour.
3.2 Derived Notions and Applications.
We now introduce some derived general constructs to illustrate
the expressiveness of extrusion. First, we need a general notion of
implication.
Heyting Implication. In Remark 2 we mentioned a notion of
implication that works for Boolean and Kripke cs. We can use
a more general implication by adapting the corresponding notion
from Heyting Algebras [30] to constraint systems.
Intuitively, a Heyting implication c→ d in our settings corresponds
to the weakest constraint one needs to join c with to derive d: The
greatest lower bound
d{e | e unionsq c w d}. Similarly, the negation
of a constraint c, written ∼c, can be seen as the weakest constraint
inconsistent with c, i.e., the greatest lower bound
d{e | e unionsq c w
false} = c → false.
Definition 8 (Heyting Implication and Negation). Let C be a
constraint system (Con,v). Define c→ d asl
{e | e unionsq c w d} (10)
and ∼c as c→ false.
The above construction corresponds to (intuitionistic) implication
in lattices that are frames [30].
Definition 9 (Frames). A cs (Con,v) is said to be a frame iff joins
distribute over arbitrary meets: More precisely, c unionsq dS =d{c unionsq e|e ∈ S} for every c ∈ Con and S ⊆ Con .
Remark 3. The previous cs examples in this paper can be all
shown to be frames since meets are unions (or intersections) and
joins are intersections (or unions) so the distributive requirement is
satisfied. Furthermore, if we restrict our attention to cs’s of the form
(P(U),⊇), as e.g.,B(Φ) in Example 2 andK(S(Φ)) in Definition
5, the operators→ and ∼ coincide with the constructions⇒ and
¬ defined in Remark 2.
The main property of Heyting implication we shall use in our
applications is a form of modus ponens.
Lemma 1 (Modus-Ponens). Suppose that the cs (Con,v) is a
frame. Then for every c, d, we have
c unionsq (c→ d) = c unionsq d. (11)
Heyting implication can be used in combination with our spatial
constructions to specify meaningful computational and social be-
haviour.
Remark 4. For the applications examples in this section, we fix an
scs (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n, ↑1, . . . , ↑n). Furthermore we assume
(Con,v) is a frame.
Lying Agents. A lie is not necessarily a false statement but rather
a statement that deviates from what its author actually knows,
believes or holds to be true [29]. Instances of this concept can
be realized in our setting by thinking of an (intentional) lie or
hoax as the uttering/extrusion of a statement by an agent which
is inconsistent with what he or she believes to be true.
Example 3 (A Hoax). Suppose that c unionsq d = false. The assertion
[c unionsq ↑id]i (12)
specifies an agent i that believes c and wishes to utter/extrude
d. Since c and d are inconsistent and agent i believes c we can
regard d as a hoax or an intentional lie by agent i. It follows from
Definition 8 that by taking d =∼cwe obtain the weakest statement
inconsistent with c. In other words ∼c is the weakest/most general
lie by agent i wrt his or her belief c.
We can use the spatial axiom S.2 (Definition 2) followed by the ex-
trusion axiom E.1 (Definition 7) to obtain the following derivation
of [c]i unionsq d.
[c unionsq ↑id]i = [c]i unionsq [↑id]i (S.2)
= [c]i unionsq d (E.1)
The transformation from Equation 12 to [c]i unionsq dwith c unionsq d = false
illustrates the extrusion of (the lie) d by agent i.
Communicating Agents. Let us now illustrate hoaxes and com-
munication between agents via extrusion. Recall that we think of
[c]i unionsq [d]j as an assertion saying that c and d hold within two
parallel spaces that belong to agents i and j, respectively.
Example 4 (Communication). Let us suppose that we have an
agent j who would utter d if she thought∼cwas true. This behavior
of agent j can be specified as
[∼c→ ↑jd]j . (13)
Furthermore, suppose that we have an agent i who considers c to
be true and yet he wishes to communicate the opposite to agent j.
The behavior of agent i can be expressed as
[c unionsq ↑i[∼c]j]i. (14)
Notice that the constraint to be extruded from the space of agent i,
i.e., [∼c]j , can be viewed as a message ∼c addressed to agent j.
The expected result, if i communicates his hoax ∼ c to j, is that d
gets posted to outermost position. The communication should take
place if the agents’ spaces are placed in parallel. In fact we put
together Equations 13 and 14, we derive the expected result.
[∼c→ ↑jd]j unionsq [c unionsq ↑i[∼c]j]i
= [∼c→ ↑jd]j unionsq [c]i unionsq [↑i[∼c]j]i (S.2 on [·]i)
= [∼c→ ↑jd]j unionsq [c]i unionsq [ ∼c]j (E.1 on [·]i)
= [∼c unionsq ∼c→ ↑jd]j unionsq [c]i (S.2 on [·]j)
= [∼c unionsq ↑jd]j unionsq [c]i (Lemma 1)
= d unionsq [∼c]j unionsq [c]i (E.1 on [·]j)
Process Mobility. From a declarative programming point of view
the construct c → d can be seen as a program/computational
process that produces d if the guard c holds true. We can then
combine this construct with our extrusion to express meaningful
mobile behaviour of programs.
Example 5 (Mobility). Let us consider the following assertion:
[e unionsq ↑ic→ [d]i]i. (15)
Equation 15 specifies the sending of a process c → [d]i to the
outside of a space of agent i that already contains e. Once the
process is outside, if c holds, it will put d in i’s space. Indeed, with
the help of S.2, E.1 and Lemma 1 we can derive [e unionsq d]i from
c unionsq [e unionsq ↑ic→ [d]i] as follows:
c unionsq [e unionsq ↑ic→ [d]i]i
= c unionsq [e]i unionsq [↑ic→ [d]i]i (S.2)
= c unionsq [e]i unionsq c→ [d]i (E.1)
= c unionsq [e]i unionsq [d]i (Lemma 1)
= c unionsq [e unionsq d]i (S.2)
The step corresponding to E.1 shows the extrusion of the process
c→ [d]i.
For a more involved example of extrusion of implication processes
consider
[e unionsq ↑i[c→ ↑j[d]i]j]i (16)
Intuitively, the implication process c → ↑j[d]i is sent from within
space of i to a parallel space that belongs to j. Then if c holds in
that parallel space, [d]i is extruded from [·]j and thus d is placed
in the space of i from where the implication process was sent.
In fact after multiple applications of E.1, S.2 and Lemma 1 we
obtain the following:
[e unionsq ↑i[c→ ↑j[d]i]j]i unionsq [c]j w [e unionsq d]i
(17)
Notice that c → ↑j[d]i above can be seen as an intrusive process
wrt agent j since it reports to agent i if c holds in [·]j .
Outermost Extrusion. We now derive constructions that can be
used to specify extrusion to outermost position in arbitrary nested
spaces.
Definition 10 (Global Extrusion). Let us consider an n-scse
(Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n, ↑1, . . . , ↑n).Group-extrusion ↑G and global
extrusion ⇑G of G ⊆ {1, . . . , n} are defined as:
↑Gc def=
⊔
i∈G
↑ic and ⇑Gc def=
∞⊔
j=0
↑jGc (18)
where ↑0Gc def= c and ↑k+1G c def= ↑G↑kGc.
Recall the notion of shared space in Definition 3. The group extru-
sion ↑Gc extrudes c from any space or shared-space of the agents
in G. In fact
[↑Gc]G w c and [↑Gc]j w c
for any j ∈ G.
Global extrusion ⇑Gc can pull c into outermost position regardless
of the nesting depth (of spaces involving the agents in G). One can
verify that
[[. . . [⇑Gc . . .]im . . .]i2 ]i1 w c
for every i1, i2, . . . , im ∈ G.
Spatial Safety. We conclude this section by combining all our
previous derived constructions to specify the extrusion of d to
outermost position if c is present somewhere in a given constraint
e with arbitrary nested spaces (e.g. e = [[a]j]i unionsq [[c]i]j). If c
represents an undesired event in e then d can be used as a witness
of its presence.
Example 6 (Spatial Search). Suppose that G is the set of all
agents. The assertion c → ⇑Gd specifies that d will be extruded
to outermost position if c holds. We can use the global space
construction [[[c→ ⇑Gd]]]G in Definition 3 to specify that c→ ⇑Gd
is everywhere.
We can verify that for any spatial constraint e where c holds
somewhere, i.e., for any e such that
e w [[. . . [c]im . . .]i2 ]i1 (19)
for some i1, i2, . . . , im ∈ G, we have
e unionsq [[[c→ ⇑Gd]]] w d. (20)
Limit preservation. In the following sections we will often refer
to preservation of some limits by space functions. Let C be an
scs with constraints Con . A space function [·]i of C preserves the
supremum of a set S ⊆ Con iff [⊔S]i = ⊔{[c]i | c ∈ S}. The
preservation of the infimum of a set is defined analogously. Notice
that S.2 and the associativity of unionsq imply that the space functions
preserve the lub of any finite subset of Con . A space function that
preserves the supremum/infimum of any arbitrary subset of Con is
said to be join-complete/meet-complete.
The join-completeness of space functions trivially implies their
(Scott) continuity, a central concept in domain theory. A space
function in C is continuous/downwards continuous if it preserves
the supremum/infimum of any directed set/filtered set. From S.2
and the fact that constraint systems are complete lattices, one can
show that the reverse implication is also true: Space continuity
implies space completeness.
Proposition 1. Let [·]i be a space function of an scs. If [·]i is
continuous then [·]i is join-complete.
The above proposition follows from the fact that any function from
a poset in which every non-empty finite supremum exists preserves
arbitrary suprema if and only if it preserves both directed suprema
and finite suprema [14].
3.3 The Extrusion Problem.
Given an scs a legitimate question is whether it can be extended
to an scse. For instance, we may wonder if Kripke constraint sys-
tems (Example 4) can be extended with extrusion. In this section
we would like to identify conditions that guarantee the existence
of extrusion functions ↑1, . . . , ↑n for spaces [·]1, . . . , [·]n of any
given n-scs.
From set theory we know that there is an extrusion function (i.e.,
a right inverse) ↑i for [·]i iff [·]i is surjective. Recall that the fiber
of y ∈ Y , or pre-image of the singleton {y}, under f : X → Y
is the set f−1(y) = {x ∈ X | y = f(x)}. Thus the extrusion ↑i
can be defined as a function, called choice function, that maps each
element c to some element from the (non-empty) fiber of c under
[·]i. The existence of this choice function assumes, however, the
Axiom of Choice.
Nevertheless, we are interested in an explicit construction for ex-
trusion. This is possible for continuous space functions due to the
following lemma stating that the fibers of space functions are di-
rected sets. In fact, we can prove Lemma 2 by showing something
stronger: fibers are closed under finite joins.
Lemma 2 (Directed Fibers). Let C be an scs and let [·]i be a
surjective space function of C. The fiber of any constraint c of C
under [·]i is a directed set.
The following theorem, an immediate consequence of Lemma 2
and space continuity, identifies a sufficient condition to construct
an extrusion function for the space [·]i as the map that takes every
c to the maximum of the fiber of c under [·]i.
Theorem 1 (Max Extrusion). Let C be an scs and let [·]i be a
surjective and continuous space function of C. Then ↑i : c 7→⊔
[c]−1i is a right inverse of [·]i.
It follows from the above theorem that any scs can be extended to
scse if its space functions are continuous and surjective.
3.3.1 Local/Subjective Distribution.
Notice that unlike space functions, extrusion functions are not re-
quired to preserve bottoms or binary lubs, i.e., they are not required
to distribute over finite joins. In fact, the construction ↑i : c 7→⊔
[c]−1i in Theorem 1 may result in ↑itrue 6= true for some scs’s.
From a spatial point of view, however, any extrusion function ↑i
distributes over finite joins if it is within a space [·]i; and from the
epistemic point of view ↑i distributes over finite joins as far as agent
i can tell. The following proposition states this formally.
Let [·]i be the space function of agent i in an scse. We write c ≈i d
iff [c]i = [d]i. The equivalence relation ≈i is sometimes referred
to as the kernel of [·]i. Intuitively, c ≈i d expresses the idea that c
and d are equivalent to agent i.
Proposition 2. Let C be an scse with constraints in Con, and let
↑i be the extrusion function of the agent i inC. Then
1. ↑itrue ≈i true , and
2. ↑i(c unionsq d) ≈i ↑ic unionsq ↑id for each c, d ∈ Con.
Because the above distribution equalities depend on an agent, they
can be regarded in spatial terms as being local, or in epistemic
terms as being subjective. We consider next the global/objective
version of the these equalities.
3.3.2 Global/Objective Distributed Extrusion.
The condition (E.2) ↑itrue = true (i.e ↑i is strict) is not an un-
reasonable requirement since extruding or uttering true amounts
to nothing regardless of the space context or the agent. In spatial
terms E.2 should hold everywhere (global); in epistemic terms it
should hold true regardless of the agent (objective). The same ap-
plies to the condition (E.3) ↑i(c unionsq d) = ↑ic unionsq ↑id (for every c and
d) since it is not unreasonable to assume that extruding two pieces
of information from the same space has the same effect as extrud-
ing them joined together. Notice that extrusion functions satisfying
E.2 and E.3 distribute over finite joins; i.e., they preserve the supre-
mum of finite sets. For this reason we shall refer to those extrusion
functions satisfying E.2 and E.3 as being (globally/objectively) dis-
tributed.
Definition 11 (Spatial cs with Distributed Extrusion). A spatial
constraint system with distributed extrusion (scs-de) is an scse
(Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n, ↑1, . . . , ↑n) such that
E.2 ↑itrue = true, and
E.3 ↑i(c unionsq d) = ↑ic unionsq ↑id for every c, d ∈ Con.
We are also interested in the problem of extending scs’s with
distributed extrusion functions. For any continuous (and surjective)
space function [·]i, the condition E.2 can be easily satisfied by a
slight modification to the construction in Theorem 1: Take ↑i to
be the function that maps c to true if c = true else it maps
c to
⊔
[c]−1i . The condition E.3, however, can be too strong of
a requirement: There are space functions for which no inverse
satisfies E.3–even if we assume the axiom of choice or restrict
our attention to continuous space functions. Theorem 2 states this
impossibility result.
Theorem 2 (Impossibility of Distributed Extrusion). There exists
a surjective and continuous space function [·]i of an scs (Con,v)
such that: For every right inverse g of [·]i there are c, d ∈ Con
such that g(c unionsq d) 6= g(c) unionsq g(d).
We outline the proof of Theorem 2 because it brings some insights
into our next result. Consider the set N ∪ {∞} partially ordered
as in the complete algebraic lattice in Figure 1. Let f be the self-
map given by the arrows in Figure 1. One can verify that f is
continuous and that it preserves finite joins (i.e., it satisfies S.1
and S.2). Hence the underlying lattice in Figure 1 is a one-agent
spatial constraint system with f as space function. Notice that the
fiber of 10 under f is f−1(10) = {4, 5, 6} and the fiber of any
e ∈ N ∪ {∞} under f with e 6= 10 is a singleton set. This implies
that there are exactly three different right inverse functions for f
and they differ only on input 10. Name these functions g4, g5 and
g6 where gn(10) = n. None of these functions satisfy E.3: We have
4 = g4(10) = g4(8unionsq9) 6= g4(8)unionsq g4(9) = 5, then the symmetric
case 5 = g5(10) = g5(7 unionsq 8) 6= g5(7) unionsq g5(8) = 4, and finally
6 = g6(10) = g6(8 unionsq 9) 6= g6(8) unionsq g6(9) = 5. This gives us a
constructive witness f to the statement in Theorem 2.
Our strategy to prove Theorem 2 was to provide a space func-
tion with a fiber not closed under meets. In our particular con-
struction the fiber of 10 under f is not closed under meets since
u{4, 5, 6} = 2. We can prevent the existence of this kind of fibers
by requiring space functions to be meet-complete. We conclude this
section by showing that meet-completeness for space functions is in
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Figure 1: A one-agent scs with a surjective and continuous space depicted by the arrows over N ∪ {∞}.
fact a sufficient condition for the existence of distributed extrusion
functions.
Theorem 3 (Min Extrusion). Let [·]i be any meet-complete and
surjective space function of an scs. Then ↑i : c 7→
d
[c]−1i satisfies
(E.1) [↑ic]i = c, (E.2) ↑itrue = true and (E.3) ↑i(c unionsq d) =↑ic unionsq ↑id.
Therefore any spatial cs whose space functions are meet-complete
and surjective can be extended to an scse with distributed extrusion
by defining ↑ic as the map c 7→
d
[c]−1i .
3.4 Properties of Space and Extrusion
In what follows we discuss some distinctive properties of space and
extrusion. An immediate consequence of the definition of scse’s
is that their spatial and extrusion functions must be surjective and
injective, respectively.
Corollary 1. Let [·]i and ↑i be space and extrusion functions of an
scse. Then [·]i is surjective and ↑i is injective.
Consistent and Contradicting Agents. The following property of
spatial constraint systems with extrusion has a noteworthy epis-
temic interpretation. Notice that in scs’s nothing prevented us from
having [false]i 6= false . Intuitively, inconsistencies generated by
an agent may be confined within its own space. In scs’s with ex-
trusion, however, the agents’ ability to move information outside
their spaces prevents inconsistency confinement. This has a pleas-
ant correspondence with epistemic logic since [false]i = false
reflects the principle, referred to as the Consistency Axiom in be-
lief/doxastic logics, that no agent can possibly believe the false
statement.
Property 1 (Space Consistency). Let [·]i be a space function of an
scse. Then [false]i = false.
Nevertheless, for i 6= j we allow the following to occur in an scse:
[c]i unionsq [d]j 6= false , even when c unionsq d = false . Thus we may have
agents whose information is inconsistent with that of others. This
reflects the distributive and epistemic nature of the agents as they
may have different information about the same incident or have
contradicting beliefs.
Orders. The next properties involve the following notions from
order theory. Given (Con,v) a self-map f over Con is said to
be an order-embedding iff f preserves and reflects v: i.e, for each
c, d ∈ Con : c v d implies f(c) v f(d) (order-preserving)
and f(c) v f(d) implies c v d (order-reflecting). Furthermore,
f is said to be an order-automorphism if it is a surjective order-
embedding. Finally, we say that f is strictly monotonic (or strict-
order preserving) if c @ d implies f(c) @ f(d).
From E.3 it follows that globally distributed extrusion functions
preserve v (monotonicity). From the S.2 and E.1 one can also
show that they reflect v. Thus, extrusion functions are order-
embeddings:
Property 2 (Extrusion Embedding). Let ↑i be a distributed extru-
sion function of an scse. Then ↑i is an order-embedding.
Analogous to inconsistency confinement, we could have [c]i =
[d]i for some c and d such that c 6= d. As we already mentioned this
could be interpreted as saying that agent i cannot distinguish c from
d; i.e., c ≈i d. For some meaningful cs space functions necessarily
preserve distinctness, i.e., they are injective. In particular,
Proposition 3 (Injective Spaces). Let [·]i be a space function of an
scse (Con,v). Then [·]i is injective if (1) Con is a finite set, or if
(2) [·]i is strictly monotonic.
Like extrusion functions, injective space functions of scse also
preserve and reflect the order. Furthermore since they are surjective,
we conclude the following.
Property 3 (Automorphic Spaces). Let [·]i be an injective space
function of an scse. Then [·]i is an order automorphism.
A noteworthy corollary of Property 3 is that injective space func-
tions are Scott-continuous (in fact meet and joint-complete) since
order automorphisms are known to preserve whatever infima and
suprema may exist in the corresponding poset [15].
Corollary 2 (Complete Spaces). Let [·]i be a space function of an
scse (Con,v). If [·]i is an automorphism then [·]i is join-complete
and meet-complete.
Notice that from Proposition 3, Corollary 2, and Property 3 we
conclude that any strictly monotonic space function of an scse is
continuous. Any space function of an scse is surjective and it has
a property that is stronger than monotonicity: Namely it preserves
finite joins (Remark 1). One may then wonder if space functions
from scse’s are already continuous. A negative answer is given in
the example below.
Example 7 (Lexical Order). Let Con = N × N ∪ {(∞,∞)}
and let v be the obvious lexical order on Con . Notice (Con,v
) is a complete algebraic lattice. The function [·]1 is given by
[(∞,∞)]1 = (∞,∞), [(0, n)]1 = (0, 0), [(1, n)]1 = (0, n + 1)
and [(m,n)]1 = (m − 1, n) for every n,m ∈ N with m ≥ 2.
Clearly [·]1 satisfies S.1 and S.2. Furthermore [·]1 is meet-complete
and surjective, so Theorem 3 gives us a distributed extrusion func-
tion ↑1 : (n,m) 7→
d
[(n,m)]−1i . Therefore (Con,v, [·]1 , ↑1 ) is
an scs with distributed extrusion. Nevertheless [·]1 is not continu-
ous: Take the directed set S = {(0, n) | n ≥ 0}.We have [⊔S]1 =
[(1, 0)]1 = (0, 1) 6= (0, 0) =
⊔{[(0, n)]1| n ≥ 0}.
The above example also shows an application of Theorem 3 to
derive an extrusion function for a rather simple scs. Notice that
we could not have applied Theorem 1 because the [·]1 was shown
not to be continuous. In the Application section we will derive
extrusion functions for a meaningful and more involved scs using
Theorem 1.
Galois Connections. We conclude this section by stating a pleas-
ant correspondence between space and extrusion. In Example 7 we
used Theorem 3 to derive extrusion. This theorem tells us that we
can extend any spatial cs whose space functions are meet-complete
and surjective to an scse with distributed extrusion by defining ↑ic
as the map c 7→ d[c]−1i . From order theory we know that with
such a definition we obtain a (monotone) Galois connection be-
tween space and extrusion.
Given (Con,v), we say that a pair of (l, u) of monotone self-maps
on Con is a Galois connection iff l(c) v d ⇔ c v u(d) for every
c, d ∈ Con. In a Galois connection (l, u), l and u are called the
lower and upper adjoint, respectively.
Property 4 (Galois Connections). Let [·]i and ↑i be the space and
extrusion function for agent i in an scs with distributed extrusion
(Con,v). Then (↑i, [·]i) is a Galois connection if and only if
↑ic =
d
[c]−1i for every c ∈ Con . Similarly, ([·]i, ↑i) is a Galois
connection if and only if ↑ic =
⊔
[c]−1i for every c ∈ Con.
It follows from Property 4 that the pair (↑1, [·]1) in Example 7 is
a Galois connection. The following is a simple example of a space
and extrusion pair that can be shown not to be a Galois connection
using Property 4.
Example 8. Let Con = N∪{∞} and letv be the standard linear-
order over N ∪ {∞}. Let [∞]1 = ∞ = ↑1∞, [0]1 = 0 = ↑10
and [n]1 = dn/3e and ↑1n = 3n − 1 for any n ∈ N − {0}.
The tuple (Con,v, [·]1 , ↑1 ) is an scs with distributed extrusion.
But 2 = ↑i1 6=
d
[1]−1i = 1, hence from Property 4 we can
conclude that (↑i, [·]i) is not a Galois connection. (One can also
verify using Property 4 that the reversed pair ([·]i, ↑i) is not a
Galois connection either.)
Recall that e v e′ can be thought of as the entailment of e by e′. A
Galois connection of the form
[c]i v d⇔ c v ↑id (21)
reduces entailment of space to the entailment by extrusion. We will
see an application of this observation in the next section.
4. Applications: Kripke scs with extrusion &
Belief with utterance
In Section 3.3 we discussed the problem of constructing extrusion
functions for spatial constraint systems. In this section we want
to derive explicit extrusion functions for a meaningful family of
the Kripke scs (Definition 5) as an application of the results we
obtained in Sections 3.3 and 3.4.
Recall that we can associate a modal language (Definition 6) to
a Kripke scs by interpreting formulae as constraints, i.e., set of
pointed Kripke structures (KS’s). Under such association, iφ =
[φ]i states that φ holds true in the space of i (Notation 3). Finding
an extrusion ↑i for each [·]i will also allow us to derive an inverse
modality for i. We will use the derived modality to specify utter-
ances and lies with a modal language.
Let us also recall the (n-agent) Kripke scs K(Sn(Φ)) = (Con,v
, [·]1, . . . , [·]n) in Definition 5. This scs is parametric in a set of
(n-agents) Kripe structures Sn(Φ) defined over a set of primitive
propositions Φ. Its set of constraints is defined as Con = P(∆)
where ∆ is the set of all pointed KS (M, s) such that M ∈ Sn(Φ),
v is reversed set inclusion, the join operation unionsq is set intersection,
the meet operation u is set union, the top element false is ∅, and its
bottom true is ∆. The space functions are given by
[c]i
def
= {(M, s) ∈ ∆ | ∀t : if s i−→M t then (M, t) ∈ c} (22)
for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
4.1 Left-total left-unique Kripke Structures
Modal logics are typically interpreted over different families of
KS’s obtained by imposing conditions on their accessibility rela-
tions. (E.g, if the intended meaning of the modality i(φ) is the
knowledge of a fact φ by agent i then the accessibility relations
ought to be equivalence relations.) For the weakest modal logic
(the system Kn) there are no conditions on the accessibility rela-
tion thus formulae should be interpreted as elements of the Kripke
scsK(Mn(Φ)) whereMn(Φ) is the set of all n-agents KS’s over
Φ.
Remark 5. For notational convenience, we take the set Φ of primi-
tive propositions and n to be fixed from now on and omit them from
the notation. E.g., we writeM instead ofMn(Φ).
We say that a set S of KS’s satisfies space consistency iff [false]i =
false for every space function [·]i in K(S). It follows from Prop-
erty 1 that space consistency is a necessary condition for the exis-
tence of extrusion functions.
Let us begin with K(M). We can verify that this scs does
not satisfy space consistency. First recall from Notation 2 that
Wi(M, s) = {t | s i−→M t} denote the worlds agent i considers
possible from the world s of KS M . Take a pointed KS (M ′, s′)
such thatWi(M ′, s′) = ∅ . Notice that inK(M), false = ∅. From
Equation 22 we conclude that (M ′, s′) ∈ [false]i thus violating
space consistency. Property 1 then tells us that K(M) cannot be
extended to an scs with extrusion.
Left-total KS’s. Let us consider more restricted sets of KS’s. We
already mentioned, in the preamble of Property 1, the connection
between space consistency and the Consistency Axiom. The con-
dition on KS associated with the Consistency Axiom is that of be-
ing left-total. An accessibility relation Ri of agent i in a KS M is
said to be left-total (or serial) if for every s there exists t such that
(s, t) ∈ Ri (i.e., s i−→M t). LetMlt be the set of those KS whose
accessibility relations are all left-total. Notice that for every (M, s)
withM ∈Mlt we haveWi(M, s) 6= ∅. From this observation we
can prove the following.
Proposition 4 (left-total space-consistency). Mlt satisfies space
consistency.
We say that S of KS’s satisfies surjectivity iff every space function
inK(S) is surjective. The surjectivity of space functions is a neces-
sary condition for the existence of extrusion (Corollary 1).
We can show that Mlt does not satisfy surjectivity by taking
M ∈ Mlt, (M, s) and (M, s′) such that s 6= s′ andWi(M, s) =
Wi(M, s′). Let c ∈ P(Mlt) such that c = [d]i for some d ∈
P(Mlt). Since Wi(M, s) = Wi(M, s′), from Equation 22 we
conclude that if (M, s) ∈ c then (M, s′) ∈ c. Thus, surjectivity is
not satisfied by [·]i since for every d ∈ P(Mlt), [d]i 6= {(M, s)}.
ThusK(Mlt) cannot be extended to an scs with extrusion.
Left-unique KS’s. A natural general condition to prevent counter-
examples to surjectivity as the one above is to restrictMlt to KS’s
whose accessibility relations are left-unique. More precisely, we
say that an accessibility relation Ri is a left-unique (or injective)
iff for every t there is at most one s such that s i−→M t. Let
Mltu be the set of those KS whose accessibility relations are
both left-total and left-unique. Notice that the left-unique condition
guarantees that Wi(M, s) ∩ Wi(M, s′) = ∅ for any s 6= s′ and
M ∈Mltu.
Proposition 5 (left-unique surjectivity). The set Mltu satisfies
surjectivity.
We now have an scsMltu whose space functions are surjective. As
we pointed out earlier, the Axiom of Choice, implies the existence
of extrusion functions (right inverses). We want, however, construc-
tive definitions like the ones given in Section 3.3 with Theorems 1
and 3.
We cannot apply Theorem 3 because the spatial functions ofMltu
are not meet-complete. For a counter-example take (M, s) with
Wi(M, s) = {t, u}. Recall that the meet u in K(Mltu) is set
union. One can verify that {(M, s)} = [ {(M, t), (M,u)} ]i 6=
[ {(M, t)} ]i ∪ [ {(M,u)} ]i = ∅.
Nevertheless, the space functions of any Kripke scs are continu-
ous.
Proposition 6. The space functions ofK(Mltu) are continuous.
Therefore we can apply Theorem 1 and derive the following extru-
sion function for each [·]i inK(Mltu) :
↑i : c 7→
⊔
[c]−1i . (23)
Furthermore, we can show that the construction in Equation 23 is
equivalent to the intensional definition given below.
Lemma 3. Let ↑i be defined as in Equation 23 over the Kripke scs
K(Mltu) . Then
↑i(c) = {(M, t) ∈ ∆ | ∃s : s i−→M t and (M, s) ∈ c} (24)
where ∆ is the set of pointed KS (M, s) such that M ∈ Mltu and
s is a state of M.
From the above we can now extendK(Mltu) to the following scs
with extrusion.
Definition 12 (Kripke scs with extrusion). The n-agent scs with
extrusionK↑(Mltu) results from extendingK(Mltu) with an ex-
trusion function ↑i for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n} defined as in Equation
23.
It follows from Property 4 that in the derived scse, space and
extrusion form a Galois connection.
Corollary 3. Let [·]i and ↑i be the space and extrusion function of
agent i inK↑(Mltu). The pair ([·]i, ↑i) is a Galois connection.
We shall apply this Galois connection in the following section.
4.2 The BUn logic
We shall now extend the modal language in Definition 6 with
modalities to express utterances. The intended meaning and proper-
ties of the formulae in the extended language will be given from the
scse K(Mltu) we derived in the previous section (Definition 12).
We shall refer to the resulting multi-modal logic as BUn.
For clarity we shall writeBi instead ofi . The language LBUn (Φ)
is obtained by replacing i with Bi in the grammar of Example 5
and extending it with modalities Ui.
Definition 13 (Syntax of theBUn logic). Let LBUn (Φ) with n ≥ 1
be the language built from a set of primitive propositions Φ by the
following syntax:
ϕ := p | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ¬ϕ | Biϕ | Uiϕ
where i ∈ {1 . . . n} and p ∈ Φ.
Before giving semantics toBUn, it is convenient to give a dual spa-
tial/epistemic intuition about its formulae: The belief modalityBiϕ
holds true in the world s (of a KS M ) iff ϕ is true in every world
t that i considers possible from s, i.e., in every t ∈ Wi(M, s).
We can think of the t’s as worlds of agent i. Thus Biϕ means that
agent i believes ϕ to be true (in all his possible worlds). The ut-
terance modality Uiϕ holds true in t iff t is a world of agent i
and ϕ holds in the (outside) world s that t comes from (i.e., the
world s such that t ∈ Wi(M, s)). Thus Uiϕ implies that ϕ holds
true in the world s whenever the utterance is stated true in an (in-
side) world t of agent i that comes from s (i.e. a world t such that
t ∈ Wi(M, s)).
Derived Specifications. We expect the following formula to be
valid:
BiUiϕ⇔ ϕ. (25)
The above can be seen as agent i uttering ϕ. We can also derive
specifications for common social behaviours such as:
Oi(ϕ) def= Bi(ϕ ∧ Ui(ϕ)) andHi(ϕ) def= Bi(¬ϕ ∧ Ui(ϕ)).
An opinion Oi(ϕ) by agent i is the utterance of a statement ϕ
that the agent believes true. Thus we expect the validity of the
following:
Oi(ϕ)⇔ (Biϕ) ∧ ϕ. (26)
A hoax or intentional lie Hi(ϕ) by agent i is the utterance of a
statement ϕ that the agent believes false: Thus
Hi(ϕ)⇔ (Bi¬ϕ) ∧ ϕ (27)
should be valid. We also define duals of belief and utterance
as:
Bˆiϕ
def
= ¬Bi¬ϕ and Uˆiϕ def= ¬Ui¬ϕ.
The formula Bˆiϕ states that ϕ is consistent with agent i’s beliefs.
Similarly Uˆiϕ means ϕ is consistent with agent i’s utterances. We
expect the validity of the following formulae:
Biϕ⇒ Bˆiϕ and Uiϕ⇒ Uˆiϕ (28)
The formulae in Equation 28 are consistency axioms. The first
formula says that if agent i believes ϕ then it should not believe
¬ϕ. The other says that the extrusion of ϕ and ¬ϕ would generate
an inconsistency.
Semantics. We now give the semantics for BUn using the
scse K(Mltu). Recall our definition of the negation constraint
∼ c (Definition 8) and that K(Mltu) is also a frame (Remark
3).
Definition 14. LetK↑(Mltu) = (Con,v, [·]1, . . . , [·]n, ↑1, . . . , ↑n)
be the scse in Definition 12. Given ϕ in LBUn (Φ), its denotation
K↑JϕK is inductively defined as follows.
K↑JpK = {(M, s) ∈ ∆| piM (s)(p) = 1 }
K↑Jφ ∧ ψK = K↑JφK unionsqK↑JψK
K↑J¬ϕK = ∼K↑JϕK
K↑JBiϕK = [ K↑JϕK ]i
K↑JUiϕK = ↑iK↑JϕK
We say that ϕ is valid in BUn iffK↑JϕK = true.
From the above semantics definition and the properties of scs with
extrusion one can verify the expected behaviour of utterance, opin-
ion, and hoaxes in Equations 25, 26, 27 and 28.
Proposition 7. The formulae in Equations 25, 26, 27 and 28 are
valid in BUn.
Notice thatϕ⇒ ψ is valid inBUn iffK↑JψK v K↑JϕK. It follows
from Corollary 3 that inK↑(Mltu) we have [c]i v d iff c v ↑i(d).
We can then conclude the following property.
Corollary 4. ϕ ⇒ Biψ is valid in BUn iff Uiϕ ⇒ ψ is valid in
BUn.
Intuitively Corollary 4 says that belief and utterance form a Galois
connection. We can therefore reduce the validity of the implication
of a belief property to/from the implication by a utterance prop-
erty.
5. Concluding Remarks and Related Work
We introduced the notion of scse as complete algebraic lattices with
self-maps representing space and extrusion. The central design con-
cept behind scse’s is the view of extrusion as a right inverse of
space, and utterance as a right inverse of belief. We used scse’s to
specify examples of distributed and epistemic behaviours such as
spatial mobility, belief, utterance, lies and opinions. We developed
scse’s by building upon notions and concepts from order (domain)
theory, epistemic (doxastic) theories, and the algebraic treatment
of logic in [10, 30]. We investigated properties relating space and
extrusion such as consistency, automorphisms and Galois connec-
tions. We studied the problem of finding, for given space functions,
the corresponding extrusion functions. We illustrated an application
of our results by deriving extrusion functions for an existing spatial
constraint system and then use the resulting scse to give semantics
to a simple modal logic of belief and utterance. In this logic, the
modalities for belief and utterance were shown to form a Galois
connection.
Our scse’s can be used as constraint systems for concurrent con-
straint programming (ccp) calculi. This way processes in these cal-
culi would be able to express spatial mobility and epistemic/social
behaviours. The issue of extending ccp calculi to provide for dis-
tributed information has been previously addressed in [24]. In [11,
24] processes can send constraints using communication channels
much like in the pi-calculus. In [19] temporal ccp process can
transmit variables using existential and universal quantification.
More recently, in [20] the authors added the notion of link mo-
bility to spatial and linear ccp using a proof-theoretical approach.
Our approach differs from these works in both conception and
technical development. We view extrusion/utterance as inverses of
space/belief and develop this concept using order-theory and epis-
temic logic.
Epistemic logics have been widely applied to distributed systems;
[13] gives a good summary of the subject. This work is all aimed at
analyzing distributed protocols using epistemic logic as a reasoning
tool. The work has been very influential in setting previous stages
for the present work but it is not closely connected to the present
proposal to put epistemic concepts into constraint systems and thus
ccp languages.
Inverse modalities have been used in temporal, epistemic and
Hennessy-Milner logic. For example, in [25] the logical properties
and consequences of introducing inverse modalities in a generic
modal logic is thoroughly explained. Also in [22] the authors put
forward an extension of Hennessy-Milner logic with a reverse
modality for expressing concurrent behaviour. In this paper, as
an application of our general framework of scs with extrusion, we
gave semantics to a belief logic with a reverse modality which
we called utterance. In future work we plan to develop an algebraic
presentation of scse’s by building upon the axiomatisation of logics
with reverse modalities given in [25].
Social phenomena such as lies, utterance, opinions have been re-
cently studied in epistemic (doxastic) logic [26, 28, 29]. We follow
[29] and regard lies as utterances by an agent that are inconsistent
with their beliefs. Apart from our domain-theoretical treatment of
these epistemic concepts, a difference with these works is that we
developed utterance as an inverse modality (upper adjoint) of be-
lief. As future work we would like to investigate how the dynamic-
logic approach in [26, 28, 29] of the above-mentioned epistemic
phenomena can be incorporated in our constraint systems.
Another work that has influenced the design of scs’s with extru-
sion is the ambient calculus [9], a representative process calculus
for spatial mobility. Ambient provides for the specification of pro-
cesses that can move in and out within their spatial hierarchy. It
does not, however, address posting and querying epistemic infor-
mation within a spatial distribution of processes. Our notion of
extrusion is reminiscent of Ambient’s notion of subjective mobil-
ity. In future work we plan to investigate a domain-theoretical ap-
proach to Ambient concepts such as acid operations. Intuitively, an
acid operation can cause space to be disolved, and thus we may
be able to charaterize it as a function aci that “undoes” space: I.e.,
aci ◦ [·]i = id .
An approach closely related to ours is the spatial logics for con-
currency from [7, 8]. In this work they also take spatial location
as the fundamental concept and develop modalities that reflect lo-
cality. Rather than using modal logic, they use the name quantifier
that has been actively studied in the theory of freshness of names
in programming languages. Their language is better adapted to the
calculi for mobility where names play a fundamental role. In effect,
the concept of freshness of a name is exploited to control the flow
of information. It would be interesting to see how a name quantified
scs would look and to study the relationship with the framework in
[7, 8].
Finally, the process calculi in [3, 6, 12] provide for the use of asser-
tions within pi-like processes. They are not concerned with spatial
distribution of information and knowledge. These frameworks are
very generic and offer several reasoning techniques. Therefore, it
would be interesting to see how the ideas here developed can be
adapted to them.
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